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Abstract

In this paper, we propose a novel online framework for behavior understand-
ing, in visual workflows, capable of achieving high recognition rates in real-
time. To effect online recognition, we propose a methodology that employs
a Bayesian filter supported by hidden Markov models. We also introduce
a novel re-adjustment framework of behavior recognition and classification
by incorporating the user’s feedback into the learning process through two
proposed schemes: a plain non-linear one and a more sophisticated recursive
one. The proposed approach aims at dynamically correcting erroneous clas-
sification results to enhance the behavior modeling and therefore the overall
classification rates. The performance is thoroughly evaluated under real-life
complex visual behavior understanding scenarios in an industrial plant. The
obtained results are compared and discussed.
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1. Introduction1

The great usefulness of human behavior recognition and understanding in2

a wide range of applications has attracted the interest of many researchers in3
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the areas of computer vision and machine learning. Virtual reality, human-4

computer interaction, smart environments building and smart monitoring5

are just a few applications, to which the significance of behavior recognition6

is indubitable. Especially when it comes to smart monitoring of large-scale7

enterprises/factories, such as industrial assembly lines, the importance of8

behavior recognition relates to the safety and security of the staff, to the9

reduction of costs, to production scheduling, as well as to the quality of10

the production process. The latter is guaranteed by enforcing adherence to11

strictly predefined procedures and activities for production or service provi-12

sion.13

In most current approaches the goal is either to detect activities, which14

may deviate from the norm, or to classify some isolated activities. Attempts15

to address the problem under discussion are encumbered by a number of16

important hindering factors; the high diversity of the actions and types of17

behaviors to be recognized is probably the most important one. The complex-18

ity of static object detection and moving object tracking, with the occlusions19

and illumination changes, naturally affect adversely approaches that follow20

the bottom-up paradigm.21

Despite the above impediments, focusing on monitoring the production22

line of an industrial plant (such as an automobile manufacturer), which is a23

fairly structured process, makes modeling of the activities more realistic than24

in the case of a more unsystematic area of interest, e.g., an airport or a service25

maintenance system. The former processes are often hierarchically structured26

as workflows, that comprise sequential tasks. As opposed to isolated action27

monitoring, the goal here is to monitor activities that occur continuously.28

This paper proposes innovative workflow recognition schemes for complex29

industrial environments such as the one of an automobile construction. The30

main idea is to classify online the visual observations into the available classes31

(industrial tasks), so that better production monitoring can be achieved. The32

proposed methodology recognizes the visual tasks as they are captured by the33

camera overcoming difficulties arising from the complexity of the environment34

and of the visual process. In addition, we exploit the expert feedback on part35

of the footage so as to enhance future classification results.36

The online classification is performed in our case by combining a prob-37

abilistic theory with supervised time series classifier such as hidden Markov38

models (HMMs). The sole use of a probabilistic framework cannot solve the39

problem since we need to know the ”a priori” statistics of the visual process.40

On the other hand, the sole use of HMMs makes the problem only suitable41
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for categorizing pre-segmented sequences, which severely deteriorate the in-42

dustrial impact, since the expert users are forced to segment a priori the43

content (see e.g., [1], [2]).44

Taking these observations into consideration, the work presented in this45

paper contributes mainly in the following ways:46

• We present a novel online classification framework for distinct behavior47

recognition in visual workflows. The proposed framework is based on48

HMMs and Bayesian filtering and exploits prior knowledge.49

• We also propose an approach for improving the supplied results by50

allowing interaction with the user, who may provide relevance feedback.51

Two different neural network based schemes are introduced: non-linear52

and recursive, the latter allowing for significant error decrease using a53

small number of training samples.54

Furthermore, in contrast to most mainstream bottom-up approaches we55

employ features at the image level, bypassing the error-prone object detection56

and tracking steps.57

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: After surveying the related58

literature regarding behavior understanding in section 2, we formulate the59

problem that we are proposing to solve in section 3. Then describe the pro-60

posed task representation in section 4 and the proposed online classification61

framework in section 5. Section 6 focuses on the neural network based rec-62

tification schemes. The experimental setup and the outcoming results are63

described and analyzed in section 7. Finally, section 8 concludes the paper64

with a summary of the findings.65

2. Related Work66

Event detection and especially human action recognition has been the67

focus of interest of computer vision and machine learning communities for68

years, mostly as isolated activities and not as part of a continuous process.69

A variety of methods has addressed these problems, including semi-latent70

topic models [3], spatial-temporal context [4], optical flow and kinematic fea-71

tures [5], and random trees and Hough transform voting [6]. Wada et al.72

[7] employ Non-deterministic Finite Automaton as a sequence analyzer to73

present an approach for multi-object behavior recognition based on behavior74

driven selective attention. Other works focus on more specific domains, e.g.,75
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event detection in sports [8, 9], retrieving actions in movies [10], human ges-76

ture recognition (using Dynamic Time Warping [11] and Time Delay Neural77

Networks [12]), and automatic discovery of activities [13]. Comprehensive78

literature reviews regarding isolated human action recognition can be found79

in [14, 15].80

One of the key functionalities of any machine learning model (classifier)81

suitable for application in visual behavior understanding is the ability to ex-82

tract the signature of a behavior from the captured visual input. The key83

requirements when designing such a classifier is (a) to support task execution84

in various time scales, since a task or parts of it may have variable duration;85

and (b) to support stochastic processes, because of the task intra-class vari-86

ability and noise.87

A very flexible framework for stochastic classification of time series is88

the HMM (see e.g., [16]). It can be easily extended to handle outliers (see89

e.g., [17]) and to fuse multiple streams (e.g., [18]). It is very efficient for90

application in previously segmented sequences (see e.g., [19], [20]), however91

when the boundaries of the sequence that we aim to classify are not known in92

advance, the search space of all possible beginning and end points make the93

search very inefficient [21]. A typical way to treat this problem is given in94

[22], where a dynamic programming algorithm of cost T 3, is used to perform95

segmentation and classify then the segments; however the cost is restrictive96

in real applications.97

In the past there have been some efforts to exploit the hierarchical struc-98

ture of some time series, e.g., by using the hierarchical HMMs [23]. Each99

state is considered to be a self-contained probabilistic model (an HHMM).100

Examples of such approaches can be found in [24], where the workflow in a101

hospital operating room is described. Another approach is the layered hidden102

Markov model (LHMM) (see [25]), which consists of N levels of HMMs where103

the HMMs on level N + 1 corresponds to observation symbols or probability104

generators at level N . Every level i of the LHMM consists of Ki HMMs105

running in parallel. In that work a LHMM is used for event identification in106

meetings. In [26] structure learning in HMMs is addressed in order to obtain107

temporal dependencies between high-level events for video segmentation. An108

HMM models the simultaneous output of event-classifiers to filter the wrong109

detections.110

In many workflows, such as in industrial production where a sequence of111

different tasks has to be completed, the execution of a task means that it112

will not appear again in the same workflow. Therefore the whole history of113
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tasks must be kept in memory to exclude false positives and the Markovian114

property is obviously not applicable. Thus, the above approaches have an115

inherent problem to describe such workflows.116

The Echo State Network (ESN), see, e.g., [27], could be a promising117

method for online classification of workflow time series, because it does not118

make any explicit Markovian assumption. However, it was shown in [28] that119

it effectively behaves as a Markovian classifier, i.e., recent states have a far120

larger influence on the predicted state. The ESN has already been used in a121

work using the same dataset that we are using [29]. However, their results122

are not directly comparable to ours, since the features they are using are123

different.124

In the proposed work we aim to alleviate the problems of online task125

segmentation and we by-pass the erroneous Markovian assumption by ap-126

proximating the probability of a label sequence (for each incoming frame)127

given the whole observation history. To this end we employ Bayesian filter-128

ing. The related techniques for online behavior recognition have not been129

adequately investigated in the literature. In the works of [30] and [31] Rao130

Blackwell particle filters were used along with a dynamic Bayesian network131

for tracking of hierarchical events. In our work we make no assumptions132

about event hierarchy and the representation that we adopt is by definition133

very simple, so resorting to Rao Blackwell filters for state space reduction134

is not needed. The work in [32] notices the utility of particle filters in com-135

bination with an HMM, however it seeks to perform observation prediction,136

which is different from our classification problem.137

A scheme using an HMM in combination with a particle filter was pre-138

sented in [33] to model well-log data. More specifically, by using a single139

(modified) HMM, consisting of hidden and measurable states and with the140

help of a particle filter the sequence of HMM states was extracted. In con-141

trast to [33], we propose online classification, i.e., to find which of the tasks142

has generated the current and all previous observations, using several HMMs143

(each of them modeling a separate task) and prior knowledge about task144

execution. Each visual task has to be modeled by a separate HMM due to145

their dynamic characteristics and due to their high complexity. Our work146

contributes by showing how to execute online multi-class classification by147

defining appropriately the proposal function, the model of prior knowledge148

and the integration of HMM models with a particle filter.149

Regarding relevance feedback, it is a common approach for automati-150

cally adjusting the response of a system regarding information taken from151
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user’s interaction [34]. Originally, it has been developed in traditional infor-152

mation retrieval systems [35], [36], but it has been now extended to other153

applications, such as surveillance systems [37], [38]. Relevance feedback is154

actually an online learning strategy which re-weights important parameters155

of a procedure in order to improve its performance. Re-weighting strategies156

can be linear or non-linear relying either on heuristic or optimized method-157

ologies [34]. Linear and heuristic approaches usually adjust the degree of158

importance of several parameters involved in the selection process. Instead,159

non-linear methods adjust the applied method itself using function approx-160

imation strategies [39]. In this direction neural network models have been161

introduced as non-linear function approximation systems. However, such162

approaches have been applied for information retrieval systems instead of163

surveillance applications. It is clear that it is not straightforward to move164

from one type of application to another due to the quite different require-165

ments of both applications.166

A comprehensive review regarding algorithms of relevance feedback in167

image retrieval has been provided in [40]. In this paper, the authors lay em-168

phasis on comparing different techniques of relevance feedback with respect169

to the type of training data, the adopted organization strategies, the simi-170

larity metrics used, the implemented learning strategies and finally the effect171

of negative samples in the training performance. However, the compared172

methods in [40] are designed in a static, non-dynamic framework. Instead, in173

real life applications, there exists a non-linear and time varying relationship174

between the input feature vectors and the target output states. Therefore,175

we need to introduce dynamic approaches for an efficient relevance feedback176

implementation.177

In [41] transfer learning is adopted to address the aforementioned diffi-178

culties. The method is applied to detect events in Web videos [41]. With179

transfer learning, we can use auxiliary data from known classification prob-180

lems, different from the user’s target query, to decrease the amount of data181

needed to be fed back. The drawback of transfer learning is that it is actu-182

ally assumed that the previous known environmental conditions, over which183

the classifier has been trained with, are similar with the current character-184

istics of the environment. This implies stationary environments. Instead,185

the performance of the relevance feedback in real life non stationary condi-186

tions is highly deteriorated. This is addressed in this paper by introducing187

an adaptable mechanism able to dynamically adjust the trained non-linear188

relationship using few samples that represent the current environmental con-189
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Figure 1: Graph representing the temporal relationships between the tasks of a typical
workflow (the order of execution of tasks is an example; there are many possible permuta-
tions). Colored nodes represent tasks and white smaller nodes stand for intra-task states,
which are the states of the HMM that models the respective task.

ditions along with a minimum degradation of the already obtained previous190

knowledge of the classifier.191

3. Problem formulation192

As stated in section 1, we focus on detecting and recognizing visual tasks193

in complex industrial processes (workflows), being executed in an automo-194

bile production line. The visual tasks are recognized from visual cues being195

captured from a set of cameras.196

A workflow is a process that happens repetitively and consists of a se-197

quence of discrete tasks. The order in which tasks appear matters, however198

permutations are allowed in some cases (which have to be learned). Tasks199

may have different durations, as a result of the natural differences in work-200

ers’ productivity. The definition of tasks stems from domain knowledge. An201

example of such a task is: ”A worker picks part1 from rack1 and places it on202

the welding cell”.203

A graph that presents the hierarchy of tasks that compose a workflow204

and their internal states is given in Fig. 1. Each workflow is composed of205

tasks and each task is modeled by a separate HMM.206

Our goal is to determine which tasks are executed and when, given in-207

stances of workflows, which are described by sequences of visual observations.208

Let us denote as ot the visual observation vector at the t time instance, or209

in discrete domain the frame number t . These visual observations are de-210

scriptors (features) extracted by processing the pixel values of frame t . The211

visual observations are described in subsection 4.1.212

Our goal can be alternatively expressed as the classification of each frame213

t to one of the L available classes, i.e., different industrial tasks. Let us denote214

as xt = lt the state vector including the label lt from the L classes (tasks)215

that has to be assigned to frame t . Our goal is to calculate the posterior216
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p (x0:t|o1:t) at every step, given the measurements (visual observations) up to217

that step.218

The notation x0:t , which will be used in the following section, accumulates219

all vectors xi with i = 0, ..., t , that is x0:t = (x0..xt). Similarly, the notation220

o1:t accumulates all observation descriptors up to time t , that is, o1:t =221

(o1..ot).222

Figure 2: Two keyframes (first row), the respective background subtraction images and
the extracted PCH image (second row)

4. Task modeling223

In the following we describe how we represent the tasks. In subsection224

4.1 we present means of representation of each frame, while in subsection 4.2225

we present the HMM for modeling time series.226

4.1. Visual Observations227

One of the key challenges real-time action recognition systems are con-228

fronted with concerns selection of appropriate features for representing the229

observed raw data. The ideal features should describe different actions ac-230

curately, with high discrimination capability, and should be efficiently calcu-231

lated. Ideally, these features should also provide a hierarchical representation232

scheme (coarse to fine) so that a desirable, application-wise, trade-off between233

representation capabilities and computational complexity can be reached.234
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The employment of features directly extracted from the video frames235

has the significant advantage of obviating the need of detecting and tracking236

the salient scene objects, a task which is notoriously difficult in cases of237

occlusions, target deformations, illumination changes etc. Thus, by using238

such an approach, the intermediate levels of semantic complexity, as met in239

typical bottom-up systems, are completely bypassed. For this purpose, either240

local or holistic features (or both [42]) may be used. Holistic features such241

as Pixel Change History (PCH) images [43] remedy the drawbacks of local242

features, while also requiring a much less tedious computational procedure243

for their extraction. A very positive attribute of such representations is that244

they can easily capture the history of a task that is being executed.245

The PCH value of a pixel is defined as:

Pς,τ (x, y, t) =


min(Pς,τ (x, y, t− 1) + 255

ς
, 255)

ifD(x, y, t) = 1
max(Pς,τ (x, y, t− 1)− 255

τ
, 0)

otherwise

(1)

where Pς,τ (x, y, t) is the PCH for a pixel at (x, y), D(x, y, t) is the binary246

image indicating the foreground region, ς is an accumulation factor and τ247

is a decay factor. By setting appropriate values to ς and τ we are able to248

capture pixel-level changes over time (see Fig. 2). These images can then249

be transformed to a vector-based representation using moments such as the250

Zernike moments (see, e.g., [19]).251

4.2. The HMM framework and its drawbacks252

A common approach for stochastically modeling time series is to use hid-253

den Markov models (HMMs). A hidden Markov model consists of states,254

transitions, observations and probabilistic behavior, and is formally defined255

as a tuple λ = 〈Q,A,B, π〉 satisfying the following conditions:256

• Q = {q1, ..., qS} is a finite set of S states. In our case, the number257

of states is an indication of the order (complexity) of the stochastic258

representation.259

• A is the transition matrix, which represents the transition probabilities260

between states.261

• B is the observation matrix, which represents the observation proba-262

bility given the state.263
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• π represents the probability of each state at the beginning of the se-264

quence.265

A supervised training algorithm is used to obtain the parameters λ of the266

HMM. The training set is formed using representative samples of industrial267

tasks which have been manually classified to one of the L available classes.268

This implies that we need first to annotate the tasks, exploiting, for exam-269

ple, the experience of industrial engineers. We also need to identify the start270

and finish times for each industrial workflow even during the testing phase,271

which is a burden for a real-life exploitation of the algorithm in industrial272

environments. In real-world scenarios the starting and ending times of tasks273

are usually unknown. Therefore, HMM modeling can not be used for online274

recognition of the tasks. This is because online classification requires search-275

ing in the space of possible beginning and end points to perform Viterbi276

matches in order to find the optimally fitting sequence [16].277

Assuming that tasks’ appearance follow Markovian behavior (the condi-278

tional probability distribution of future tasks depends only upon the present279

task; that is, given the present, the future does not depend on the past) it280

is possible to perform online classification by applying techniques such as281

hierarchical (HHMM) and Layer hidden Markov models (LHMM) [23], [25].282

However, such assumptions are not true in a real-world industrial environ-283

ment, since the processes considered are structured. Usually, in a real-world284

production environment, the current execution of a task will affect the exe-285

cution of future tasks, i.e., a task may be executed only once in a workflow.286

All the above imply that the use of a conventional HMM for stochasti-287

cally classifying industrial tasks is very inefficient, especially for real world se-288

quences, which typically contain several thousands of frames. An exhaustive289

search for all possible combinations would be therefore practically prohibitive290

from a computational point of view. Hence, for an online classification frame-291

work, we need to identify the time boundaries, that is the start and finish292

times of an industrial task, which are part of a workflow. For this reason,293

an alternative methodology is required, which constitutes one of the main294

contributions of this paper.295

To this end we propose in the following an approximate, though very effi-296

cient, method, which endows the HMM with online classification capabilities.297
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5. The Bayesian Filter based Classification Framework298

A method for online recognition of industrial tasks in visual workflows299

based on Bayesian filters is proposed here. We assume that we are not aware300

of the start and finish times of the tasks.301

As stated in section 3, our goal is to determine which tasks are executed302

and when, given instances of workflows. In other words, our goal is to cal-303

culate the posterior probability p (x0:t|o1:t) for every frame t . Estimation of304

the posterior probability p (x0:t|o1:t) is a much more complex process than305

estimating the posterior p (xt|ot), since in the former case, the probability306

depends on the classification results of the previous frames.307

One possible method to calculate p (x0:t|o1:t) is by employing a Bayesian308

filter. The solution for the Bayesian filter is commonly expressed as:309

p (x0:t|o1:t) = p (x0:t−1|o1:t−1)
p (ot|x0:t,o1:t−1) p (xt|x0:t−1,o1:t−1)

p (ot|o1:t−1)
(2)

Equation (2) is actually a recurrent expression of the probability p (x0:t|o1:t)310

with respect to the previous estimates p (x0:t−1|o1:t−1) up to time t−1. How-311

ever, the main difficulty in calculating p (x0:t|o1:t) using equation (2) is the312

fraction term on the right part. To estimate this term, we need additional313

knowledge regarding the distribution of visual observations of image frame314

t − 1 being aware of the class (i.e., task) that this frame belongs to.315

One possible way to estimate the additional knowledge, required for the316

online classification framework, is to exploit a supervised classifier as the317

HMM, described in subsection 4.2. For this reason, we combine the HMM318

with the probabilistic framework, indicated by equation (2) to achieve online319

recognition of industrial tasks, disencumbered from the requirement to know320

start and finish times in advance.321

To estimate the fraction term of the right part of equation (2) we proceed322

as follows. First, the term p (ot|o1:t−1) is independent of the class to which the323

current frame should be assigned to, so it can be omitted from the following324

calculations.325

Second, it is reasonable to assume that the observation ot depends only on326

the current task xt, so we simplify p (ot|x0:t,o1:t−1) to p(ot|xt). We propose to327

calculate this probability by using the observation model of the HMM, which328

is learned offline for each HMM state. Third, for the term p (xt|x0:t−1,o1:t−1)329

we propose an alternative expression, which is the p(xt, ct|x0:t−1,o1:t−1) or330
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more simply p(xt, ct|x0:t−1); the latter holds because if the task history is331

known then the observation history does not affect the appearance of the332

next task. The variable ct is a boolean stochastic variable, which becomes333

true if the task label changes from t− 1 to t and false if the task remains the334

same. p(xt, ct|x0:t−1) gives the probability that the task in current frame t335

has the label xt and there is (or there is not) a switch to a new task, provided336

that the sequence of all previous task labels (task history) is known. More337

details about this probability can be found in sub-section 5.1.2.338

Under these assumptions equation (2) becomes:339

p (x0:t|o1:t) ∝ p (x0:t−1|o1:t−1) · p (ot|xt) p (xt, ct|x0:t−1) (3)

As observed in equation (3), the posterior probability p (x0:t|o1:t) is pro-340

portional to a) the recurrent term p (x0:t−1|o1:t−1), b) the probability p(ot|xt),341

which is estimated through the HMM model that captured the supervised342

knowledge of the task execution with regard to the visual observations and343

c) the p(xt, ct|x0:t−1), which expresses our a priori knowledge about task du-344

ration and transition from one state to another.345

It is clear, therefore, that the estimation of the probability p (x0:t|o1:t)346

requires the a priori knowledge about task duration and transition, as well347

as the distribution of the visual observations (e.g., visual descriptors) with348

respect to the task that a frame belongs to. However, another difficulty of349

solving equation (3) is that it involves dependencies from previous frame350

observations (visual descriptors) and classification (frame assignment to one351

of the L available classes).352

To handle the dependencies of the posterior probability p (x0:t|o1:t) with353

the previous frame states (e.g., frame classification), we need first to intro-354

duce a list of hypotheses and then to validate them under a probabilistic355

framework. A common approach for performing that is through the usage of356

Particle Filters theory, which is a method for estimating the importance of357

a hypothesis according to a set of observed data.358

5.1. Particle Filter Driven by the Hidden Markov Model359

Let us assume that we have a set of N available hypotheses (particles).360

A hypothesis describes a particular combination of the classes that the pre-361

vious frames have been assigned to. For example, a hypothesis is that the362

first frame belongs to the second task, the second frame to the same task,363

while the third to the first task, etc. Every hypothesis is evaluated through364
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the Bayesian filters, which are estimation methods based on simulation and365

previous observations [44], [45].366

Weights are associated to the hypotheses, expressing the significance de-367

gree to the modeling process. Therefore given N hypotheses we have N368

weighted particle trajectories
{
x

(n)
0:t−1, w

(n)
0:t−1

}N
n=1

. Each of these trajectories369

approximates the posterior probability p (x0:t−1|o1:t−1) up to time t− 1.370

Let us assume that the particle trajectories up to time t − 1 are known.371

Then, we can compute the N particles
{
x

(n)
t

}N
n=1

which are combined with372

the previous trajectories to form
{
x

(n)
0:t , w

(n)
0:t

}N
n=1

to approximate the pos-373

terior p (x0:t|o1:t) up to time t. In particular, the current weight w
(n)
t for374

the nth hypothesis at the current frame t is estimated through the following375

distribution:376

w
(n)
t = p(ot|x(n)

t ) (4)

Equation (4) means that we can estimate the weights w
(n)
t if we know a377

hypothesis, i.e., we know the class xt to which frame t belongs. The pdf in378

equation (4) derives from the supervised learning of the HMM. The hypoth-379

esis about the value of xt requires a priori knowledge regarding task duration380

and order of tasks. The hypothesis is generated by sampling the distribution381

p(xt, ct|x0:t−1) which is learned offline (see subsection 5.1.1).382

5.1.1. Estimation of the Observation Probability383

The observation probability p (ot|xt) depends not only on the currently384

executed task but also on the state q of the associated HMM, so it should385

be fully written as: p (ot|xt, qt). Here the HMM state that maximizes the386

observation probability is selected for each task.387

At this point it should be noted that the hidden system state space (cur-388

rently executed task) is one-dimensional and discrete, with low number of389

possible states (equals the number of possible tasks). Therefore the method390

is very efficient and a relatively low number of particles is required.391

5.1.2. A Priori Knowledge392

Our knowledge about the task order as well as the task duration can be393

used to estimate the distribution p(xt, ct|x0:t−1), where we recall that ct is394
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a boolean stochastic variable, which becomes true if the task label changes395

from t− 1 to t and false if the task remains the same.396

Using the Bayes rule we can conclude to:397

p(xt, ct|x0:t−1) = p(xt|x0:t−1, ct) · p(ct|x0:t−1) (5)

The term p(ct|x0:t−1) depends only on the duration d of the current task.398

In other words p(ct|x0:t−1) ≡ p(ct|xt−1, d). A common approach for model-399

ing p(ct|xt−1, d) is to use a Gaussian mixture model of the respective task400

duration, which can be learned offline. Thus, we have:401

p(ct|xt−1, d) =
K∑
i=1

miN(µi, σi) (6)

where K the number of mixture components and mi, µi, σi the prior, mean402

and standard deviation of the ith component.403

The other term of equation (5) is given by

p(xt|x0:t−1, ct) =

{
0 if ct = true
1 if ct = false

(7)

in the case that xt = xt−1,404

and by:405

p(xt|x0:t−1, ct) =

{
0 if ct = false

Tx0:t if ct = true
(8)

in the case that xt 6= xt−1. Tx0:t is the probability of a path in a decision tree406

describing the possible transition paths between tasks. The tree is described407

in the following.408

Assuming that the task with value m is possible to appear in the i-th409

order, we may denote x(i) = m. There will be a node in the i-th level of410

the tree with value equal to m. Given that there are several tasks that may411

follow that task directly after its completion, i.e., x(i+ 1) may take n values,412

in the tree the node with value x(i) = m will have n descendants, with these413

values.414

The root of the tree is defined to be a virtual node (with no associated415

task value), while its children indicate the tasks that may start the workflow.416

Additionally, each link that connects a parent node with value x(i) to a child417

node with value x(i + 1) has an associated value l(x(i + 1), (x(i))), which418
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indicates the probability of occurrence of the task x(i+ 1) directly after x(i)419

is finished. A complete workflow is represented by a path connecting the root420

with any of the tree leaves. Given a path P , the probability of p(P ) is given421

by P (p) =
∏

pathlinks

l(x(i+ 1), x(i)), which is the product of the associated
422

probabilities for all the links in the path.423

Such a tree can be learned by using a training set of full workflows,424

and therefore the ”legitimate” paths and their probabilities can be specified.425

More specifically, for each parent node we find the possible successors (de-426

scendants) and based on the normalized frequency that a specific child is427

selected as next task, we assign a probability value to the connecting link.428

Since the history of all previous tasks is maintained by using such a tree, we429

do not rely on the Markovian assumption.430

Algorithm 1 presents the steps of the proposed online learning classifi-431

cation framework that combines stochastic modeling and HMMs. The pro-432

posed framework is depicted in Fig. 3 as dynamic Bayesian network, where433

all dependencies are graphically presented.434

6. A Neural Network-Based Rectification Scheme435

The main drawback of the aforementioned probabilistic approach is that436

the observation probability p(ot|xt) may sometimes give rise to the wrong437

task as a result of the EM-based learning, which can be trapped in local438

maxima. This in turn may result in some particles taking a wrong ”trajec-439

tory”. To address this difficulty, we present in the following a rectification440

framework able to automatically adjust the p(ot|xt) (the link {3} in the441

graph of Fig. 3 ) according to user’s feedback. The rectification strategy442

is based on the usage of a dynamic non-linear classifier, which is able to443

learn the current user’s feedback, as expressed by a small set of selected444

relevant/irrelevant data, while simultaneously provide a minimum degrada-445

tion of the previous obtained knowledge. Since the rectification function is446

expected to be non-linear we based our approach on neural networks.447

At this point we should mention that any method capable of handling non-448

linear functional relationships could probably substitute our neural network449

based approach. Alternatives that could have been addressed include non-450

linear (kernel) regression [46] or random forests [47].451
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Algorithm 1 Proposed Method

{OFFLINE TRAINING}
{Decision tree learning}
DecisionTree = Learn(AllTaskPaths)
{Supervised task learning through HMM}
for s = 1 to NumberOfTasks do
≺ Qs,As,Bs, πs � = TrainHMM(AllTaskTimeSeries)

end for
{ONLINE CLASSIFICATION FRAMEWORK}
while (F=AcquireFrame()) 6= NULL do

ot = ProcessFrame(F); {extraction of visual observations (features) by
processing the current captured frame}
{for every Hypothesis do}
for n = 1 to N do
x

(n)
t = Sample p

(
xt, ct|x(n)

0:t−1

)
{get HMM state qt that maximizes observation probability}
qt = arg max

q
{p(ot|xt, q)}

Weight x
(n)
t by the following:

w
′(n)
t = p

(
ot|x(n)

t , qt

)
(9)

end for
for n = 1 to N do
Normalize the weights by:

w
(n)
t =

w
′(n)
t∑N

n1=1w
′(n1)
t

(10)

end for
Switching-state particles with low weight are set back to previous state.
for n = 1 to N do

Update p(x
(n)
0:t |o1:t) {use the recurrent framework described in eq. 3 }

end for
The winner is the particle n0 : p(x

(n0)
0:t |o1:t) ≥ p(x

(n)
0:t |o1:t),∀n ∈ {1, ..., N}

end while
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Figure 3: The proposed scheme represented as a dynamic Bayesian network, where rect-
angles correspond to discrete values and circles to continuous values. The digit-annotated
edges represent the dependencies in our framework as follows: {1}: the dependency of the
current state xt on the state history {2}: state duration given the previous states {3}:
p(ot|xt), derived from HMM. {4} and {1} represent the equations (7,8). {5} represents
the equation (6).

6.1. The Non-linear Model452

Let us denote as S a set that contains the selected samples by the user.453

The set S ={· · · (pi,di) · · · } contains pairs of the form (pi,di), where as454

pi we indicate the observation probability vector, generated by the HMM,455

the elements of which express the probability of the corresponding frame to456

belong to one of the, say, M available classes. Vector di indicates the ideal457

probabilities for the ith sample. Variable di is an indicator vector meaning458

that all its elements will be zero apart from one which is equal to one. This459

element indicates the class that this task belongs to. Assuming the existence460

of a non-linear function able to correct the erroneous classifications of the461

HMM, we can derive the following equation462

di = f(pi) (11)

where f(·) is a vector function indicating the non-linear relationship between463

pi and di.464
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The main difficulty with the previous equation is the fact that vector465

function f(·) is actually unknown. Additionally, the non-linear relationship466

dynamically changes under different conditions and camera system modifica-467

tion. To address the aforementioned difficulties, we introduce a feed forward468

neural network model able to accurately approximate the unknown vector469

function f(·) with a certain degree of accuracy. In this case, equation (11) is470

written as follows:471

di = f
w

(pi) (12)

The main difference between equations (11) and (12) is the introduction472

of the vector weight w. This means that different parameters (weights) of473

the network yields different performance of the adaptable classifier. Vector w474

includes all the parameters (weights) of the non-linear neural network-based475

classifier.476

To estimate the weights w we need to apply a training algorithm, which477

actually minimizes the mean square error among all selected from the expert478

user data (task sequences) and the respective output of the network when a479

particular set of weights is applied. That is,480

w = arg min
forallw

ε = arg min
forallw

∑
i

(f
w

(pi)− di)
2 (13)

The back propagation algorithm [48] can provide a solution to this non-481

linear minimization problem. In our experiments, we select a small neural482

network structure of few hidden neurons and one hidden layer. In this case,483

we try to minimize the number of neural networks parameters, that is the484

size of weight vector w. It is clear that the samples of the training set S485

should be greater than the number of neural network parameters, that is the486

dimension of the weight vector w. Since the size of the neural network is487

small few training samples are required.488

6.2. Recursive Implementation489

The main drawback of the aforementioned approach is that a large num-490

ber of samples, as provided by the user’s interaction through a set of relevant/491

irrelevant data is required for training the non-linear classifier. However, in492

real-life applications this large training set usually are constructed from data493

taken from quite different environmental conditions. This deteriorates the494

performance of the neural network model since, on the one hand, it contains495
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contradictory samples, and on the other, it is an averaging solution over496

data taken from different environmental conditions. To address the afore-497

mentioned difficulties a recursive implementation is proposed in this paper.498

This implementation requires few training samples that express the current499

user’s feedback through the selection of a set of relevant / irrelevant data.500

Then, the modification of the neural network weights is accomplished by501

minimizing the current network error with, however, a minimal modifica-502

tion of the previous neural network knowledge or in other words a minimum503

modification of the neural network weights.504

In particular, let us assume that wb is the weights of the neural network505

classifier. Then, we denote as wn the new neural networks weights after506

the implementation of the recursive algorithm. Assuming that the new neu-507

ral network weights wn are related with the weights wb with a very small508

modification dw, we can provide a very efficient training algorithm able to509

re-adjust the performance of the neural network classifier to the current user’s510

preferences.511

In particular, let us denote that the output of the neural network classifier512

at a given time instance (e.g., the ith frame) is di = f
wb

(pi). In this case, we513

assume that the weights wb are used for the classifier. Let us now assume514

that the output of the classifier is not correct. The user provides the output515

target through user’s interaction. Let us denote this target as d̂i. Variable516

d̂i refers to the actual output of the neural network classifier as provided by517

the user’s interaction. Then, the small amount of dw is estimated through518

the following equation (see [49], [50])519

e = d̂i − di = aT · dw (14)

Equation (14) is derived by using Taylor series expansion on the neu-520

ral network model (see [50]). In equation (14) vector a contains elements521

of the previous network weights wb. Using only equation (14), we cannot522

estimate the small perturbation dw. This is due to the fact that only one523

(or few) equations are not enough to estimate the multi-dimensional vector524

dw. For this reason, an additional constraint is required. In this approach,525

the variable dw is estimated through the minimum modification of the pre-526

vious network knowledge. Another approach is given by the minimization527

of the norm of the perturbation dw resulting in the following minimization528

approach529
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d̂w = argmin‖dw‖ (15)

subject to
e = d̂i − di = aT · dw (16)

The previous equations express a convex minimization problem. There-530

fore, it can be easily solved either analytically using Lagrange multipliers or531

arithmetically using the gradient projection method [51]. In this paper, we532

adopt the second option to reduce computational complexity. This is due to533

the fact that the arithmetic approach is actually an iterative method. Thus,534

we can restrict the number of iterations with respect to the computational535

cost needed. In particular, the method starts from a feasible solution, i.e.,536

an arbitrary solution that satisfies the constraints. Then, this solution is537

iteratively updated according to the gradient of the square function ‖dw‖,538

as being projected on the hyperplane defined by the constraint. It seems539

that this modification is very efficient for correcting erroneous mistakes of540

the HMM model combined with the particle filters (see the section of exper-541

imental results).542

Summarizing, relevance feedback is a methodology of dynamically updat-543

ing the system response, by either modifying the system parameters or the544

entire system itself, through information provided by the user, regarding the545

relevance of a set of few samples selected by the user and feedback to the546

system. We have used a non-linear relationship, modeled through a dynamic547

neural network architecture, for the relevance feedback implementation. In548

particular, at specific or randomly selected time instances, the user interacts549

with the system, by indicating the perfect target output (real task) for this550

particular time instance (captured frame). This selected image frame is feed-551

back to the proposed adaptable architecture in order to improve the neural552

network response at possible future samples. In a nutshell, the proposed553

relevance feedback framework is described in the following:554

• At a random image frame the user interacts with the system by pro-555

viding the perfect target output for this frame.556

• The respective output of the HMMs (observation probabilities per HMM557

model for the selected image frame) are feedback to the adaptable neu-558

ral network architecture.559
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• The gradient project method is used to estimate the small perturbation560

dw using equations (15), (16) and information of the sample given by561

the user.562

• The weights of the neural network are updated using the relation wn =563

wn + dw.564

• The updated network is used to recalculate the task observation prob-565

abilities.566

7. Experiments and Results567

We experimentally verified the applicability of the described methods. To568

this end, we have acquired some very challenging videos from the production569

line of a major automobile manufacturer (see [52]). Our previous efforts to570

apply a detection-tracking scheme have failed due to the low resolution, the571

heavy occlusions and the illumination changes (e.g., due to welding sparks).572

7.1. Experimental Setup573

The production cycle on the production line included tasks of picking574

several parts from racks and placing them on a designated cell some meters575

away, where welding took place. Each of the above tasks was regarded as576

a class of behavioral patterns that had to be recognized. The information577

acquired from this procedure can be used for the extraction of production578

statistics or anomaly detection. Partial or total occlusions due to the racks579

made the classification task difficult to effect.580

The behaviors (tasks) we were aiming to model in the examined applica-581

tion are briefly the following:582

1. One worker picks part #1 from rack #1 and places it on the welding583

cell.584

2. Two workers pick part #2a from rack #2 and place it on the welding585

cell.586

3. Two workers pick part #2b from rack #3 and place it on the welding587

cell.588

4. A worker picks up parts #3a and #3b from rack #4 and places them589

on the welding cell.590

5. A worker picks up part #4 from rack #1 and places it on the welding591

cell.592
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Figure 4: Depiction of a workcell along with the position our camera (camera 1) and the
racks #1-5. The recognized behaviors are associated with transferring each part from the
respective pallet and putting it on the welding cell.

6. Two workers pick up part #5 from rack #5 and place it on the welding593

cell.594

In addition to these we had a null task (referenced as task 7), during595

which the workers were idle or absent.596

The workspace configuration and the cameras’ positioning is given in Fig.597

4. A sample task (task 2) is presented in Fig. 5. The work cycle that we598

sought to model, despite the noise and the several outliers (e.g., persons599

walking into the working cell, vehicles passing by etc), remains a structured600

process and is a good candidate to model with holistic features.601

For our experiments, we have used 20 sequences representing full assem-602

bly cycles, each one containing each of the defined behaviors The length603

of each sequence ranges from 2000 frames to 40001. The annotation has604

been done manually. The dataset that we used is unique in the sense that it605

presents some well defined tasks which are executed in a repetitive and rather606

structured manner, providing several samples, which is good for learning (of607

course there is intra-class variability between the same tasks but still the608

resulting time series are correlated and can be learned and recognized). Fur-609

1We are going to make the dataset publicly available. It is currently available for review
purposes on

http://www.4shared.com/dir/sYeCqK5d/SignalProcessingVideoAnalytics.html
(folder:dataset1 - password:xyz543)
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Figure 5: Typical execution of task 2. The relatively low resolution and the several
occlusions and self occlusions make very difficult the task of tracking thus necessitating a
holistic method

thermore, it includes phenomena such as occlusions, illumination changes610

and uniform appearance of humans, which make reliable tracking rather un-611

realistic, though perfectly suitable for approaches based on holistic features.612

Finally, partially overlapping views are available, which facilitates occlusions613

handling in our later research steps.614

7.2. Holistic representation and online classification615

To represent each video frame with a feature vector, we followed the616

method described in the subsection 4.1. For capturing the spatio-temporal617

variations we have set the parameters at ς = 10 and τ = 70. We have chosen618

to use the Zernike moments up to sixth order along with the center of gravity619

and the area, as feature vector. The higher the order of moments that we620

employ, the more detailed the region reconstruction will be, but also the more621

processing power will be required. Limiting the order of moments used is also622

justified by the fact that the details captured by higher order moments have623

much higher variability and are more sensitive to noise.624

Specifically, we employed the complex moments A00, A11, A20, A22, A31,625

A33, A40, A42, A44, A51, A53, A55, A60, A62, A64, A66, for each of which we626

used the norm and the angle, except for A00,A20,A40,A60, for which the angle627
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was always constant. Additionally the center of gravity and the area were628

used, making a total of 31 parameters, thus providing an acceptable scene629

reconstruction without a computationally prohibitive dimension. Zernike630

moments have been calculated in rectangular regions of interest of approx-631

imately 15000 pixels in each image, to limit the processing and allow real632

time feature extraction.633

For activity recognition we used three-state HMMs with one mixture634

component per state to model each of the tasks described above, making a635

discrete search space of size 7; this was a good trade-off between performance636

and efficiency. In all cases, we employed full covariance matrices for the637

adopted observation (mixture) models. We trained all our models using the638

EM algorithm and we used the first ten scenarios for training and the rest639

ten for testing.640

Although the selection of the features to represent each frame is indepen-641

dent of the proposed classification method, we have compared the features642

described in subsection 4.1 to the Local Motion Grid (LMG) features that643

have been used on the same dataset (see our work [20], or [29]) to ensure high644

accuracy. Using the same HMM configuration and a leave-one-out cross val-645

idation scheme for 20 scenarios considering up to seven pre-segmented tasks646

per scenario, we measured for cameras 1 and 2 a total accuracy of 53.57% and647

67.14% for the LMG features [20], versus 84.14% and 86.42% respectively for648

the PCH-Zernike representation [19]. This comparison justifies the sole use649

of the PCH-Zernike features in the rest of the experiments.650

We have compared the proposed method to some baseline methods the651

first one being the standard HMM. We have taken sliding time windows of652

constant size, which was equal to the mean duration of tasks in the training653

set. For each of those windows we applied the HMM models that represent654

each task and the winner was the one giving the higher likelihood. Using a655

voting scheme we were able to classify each frame.656

The second baseline method that we used for comparison was the echo657

state network (ESN). We used a network of 1000 nodes, which was efficient658

for real time execution and avoided overfitting. Increasing the number of659

nodes would result in very high memory requirements without actual benefit660

in accuracy or recall. It also had seven output nodes, each one of them661

corresponding to a predicted task. The median of the last 101 estimations662

was taken to ensure lower jitter in the output. We have used the Matlab663

toolbox provided by the authors [27] using spectral radius 0.60, input scaling664

0.3 and noise level 0.0003 after some experimentation for optimal results.665
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For our method we used only 100 particles, which was a good trade-666

off, and we were able to perform the whole processing at a rate of about667

20Hz, the most costly of which was the feature extraction. The confusion668

matrix per task for a typical case is given in Fig. 6a. The learning phase669

included learning the task durations using a Gaussian mixture model, the670

task trajectories using a decision tree and the task models using HMMs.671

For all methods we extracted recall and precision. Recall indicates the672

number of true positives divided by the total number of positives in the673

ground truth (REC = TP/(TP+FN)). Precision is the number of true pos-674

itives divided by the number or true and false positives (PRC = TP/(TP +675

FP )). The average precision and recall per task and the standard deviation676

are given in Fig. 7, after performing twenty iterations. The overall results677

are given in Table 1 and the confusion matrices are given in Fig. 6.678

As expected the conventional HMM has the worst performance, mainly679

due to the fact that the task durations may vary, while it uses a sliding680

window of constant size. Although the ESN performs generally well, each681

task may be mistaken for almost any other one, as becomes clear from the682

confusion matrix. This happens mainly because actually only the most recent683

observations guide the prediction, thus ignoring the whole history (effective684

Markovian behavior [28]). Providing constraints given the history of tasks685

helps to discard erroneous task transitions by utilizing a decision tree, as686

we have explained in subsection 5.1. This becomes obvious when observing687

the confusion matrix corresponding to our method, where errors seem to be688

distributed among mutually accessible tasks. Clearly, the more restrictive689

the structure of the tasks, the more effective such a scheme will be, because690

the particles will be scattered around the most probable tasks according to691

the observation history.692

In our method the particle that was able to explain best the sequence693

according to (3) was considered to be the winner. In all cases the work cycle,694

which consisted of all tasks 1 to 6 and the null was successfully recognized.695

In few cases the tasks were identified but were misaligned with the real ones;696

this was mainly due to features’ imperfections, which sometimes gave rise to697

the wrong tasks, due to occlusions and noise.698

7.3. User feedback699

Regarding the user feedback mechanism, we firstly used a feed-forward700

neural network model for estimating the distribution probability of a frame to701
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(a) conventional
HMM

(b) Echo state net-
work

(c) HMM-particle fil-
ter

(d) HMM-PF + user
feedback

(e) HMM-PF + adap-
tive user feedback

Figure 6: Confusion matrices for the various methods

belong to one of the seven available categories. The feed-forward neural net-702

work model (see Fig. 8) has one hidden layer. In our experiments 15 hidden703

neurons have been selected. As the number of hidden neurons increases the704

complexity of the neural network training significantly increases as well and705

generalization performance of the network decreases. In our simulations, we706

have seven output neurons for the neural model that indicate the probability707

for one of the seven available categories. As input layer of the neural net-708

work model we have the seven observation probabilities of the current frame709

produced by HMM. The neural network model re-adjusted the probabilities710

according to the knowledge provided through supervised training. We used711

the scenarios 1 to 3 to map the incoming maximum observation probabilities712

given each task (as provided by the HMM) to the ideal ones.713
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Table 1: Overall precision and recall for 10 test scenarios.

Method HMM ESN HMM-PF HMM-NN HMM-NN recurs.
precision 0.603 0.777 0.797 0.851 0.871

recall 0.565 0.772 0.788 0.846 0.863

Table 2: Overall precision and recall for HMM-PF rectified by the recursive neural network.

number of particles 30 60 100 200
precision (%) 87.52 87.88 87.12 87.45

recall (%) 86.63 86.83 86.28 86.44

The neural network output re-adjusts the probabilities of the combined714

HMM + particle filter model in order to increase the efficiency of the work-715

flow recognition module. There are, however, several cases, where the per-716

formance of the neural network model is not satisfactory. For this reason,717

we used the on-line learning mechanism for dynamically updating the pa-718

rameters of the neural network model in order to satisfy with more efficiency719

the target outputs. In particular, at random selected time instances the user720

provided the perfect target outputs by setting the probability of the desired721

task to 1 and the other ones close to zero. We did that for 70 random sam-722

ples. Then, the system updated the parameters of the neural network model723

so that i) the corrected target output was satisfied as much as possible, while724

simultaneously ii) the minimum modification of the previous network weights725

(that is previous neural network performance) was satisfied. Then, the new726

estimated weights were used for predicting the workflow state of future image727

frames.728

Clearly the performance was improved compared to the previous approach729

in terms of precision and recall using the same number of particles (see Fig.730

6e, Fig. 7 and Table 1). The high performance verifies that the network is731

able to adapt its weights to minimize the error according to the most recent732

input samples.733

When using the recursive neural network we discovered that the increase734

of the particles does not significantly affect the overall precision and recall.735

The results are presented in Table 2 given for 30, 60, 100 and 200 particles.736

This implies that the proposed feedback scheme provided a good estimate737

even with low number of samples.738
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8. Conclusions739

In this work we have proposed a novel online framework for behavior740

recognition in workflows in real-time. In the context of the framework we741

have handled two important problems for behavior recognition: (a) online be-742

havior classification through a Bayesian filter which is approximated through743

particles driven by HMM and (b) rectification of erroneous classifications744

through interaction with the user.745

The holistic features gave a good scene representation, thus helping us746

bypass the difficult tasks of detection and tracking that fail in such com-747

plex sequences. The conventional application of Viterbi to obtain optimal748

result would make the recognition task infeasible given the fact that no ini-749

tial and end sequence points were known. Furthermore, our method did not750

rely on the Markovian assumption, which is not appropriate for monitoring751

workflows.752

The proposed methods have been applied with promising results in some753

very challenging real sequences from an automobile manufacturing process.754

The good online recognition rates achieved by the particle filter/HMM method755

are additionally improved significantly when we employed the neural network756

based rectification scheme that incorporated user feedback. The recursive757

scheme seemed to perform even better and required fewer particles to achieve758

similar performance.759

In the case of very long tasks, it would be meaningful to have more parti-760

cles and maintain more hypotheses, e.g., in the case of consecutive workflows.761

If the workflows can be separated, e.g., when for several particles all expected762

tasks are considered finished, it would be more practical to reset the particles763

and to start from the beginning.764

In our experiments we used unique tasks, which always had to appear due765

to the industrial assembly workflow requirements. In different settings, where766

probably omission or repetition of tasks would be possible we would only need767

to model these omissions/repetitions as prior knowledge, i.e., possible paths768

in the tree that we defined in subsection 5.1.2. What is only needed is a769

good estimation of which task is probable to appear next; that requirement770

is covered by the proposed representation.771

In our future work we are going to investigate some less structured sce-772

narios with more complex interactions and tasks with even higher variability,773

also considering different viewpoints via fusion schemes.774
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(a) Precision

(b) Recall

Figure 7: Comparison of mean precision-recall metrics and standard deviation for conven-
tional HMM, ESN, HMM-PF, HMM-PF-NN1 (non-linear), HMM-PF-NN2 (recursive)
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Figure 8: The feed-forward neural network used in the proposed rectification scheme. The
input and output layers consist of seven nodes each (one for each task) and the hidden
layer comprises 15 nodes
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